
Guest &Volunteer 

Facility & Activity Policies 

          

          

 

Program Areas: 

 

Confidence Course…………………………………. Off limits unless with MMR supervisor  

Sports room………………………………………… Off limits 

Pool……………………………………………….... With lifeguard on duty & as scheduled. 

Barns……………………………………………….. Off limits unless with MMR supervisor  

 

 

Camp Activities: 

 

Evening activities……………Children may attend all activities 

Daytime activities………….. Children may attend by permission of the counselor, but must stay  

for entire period and not leave in the middle of the activity. 

 

 

Buildings: 

 

Kitchen and Storeroom…………………….. ………Off limits unless working in this area. 

Buckboard………………………………………….. Behind the counter is off limits unless you 

are requested to serve by the manager. 

Phone ……………………………………….……... Personal phone use is by permission during  

designated times.  

Equipment, buildings, bunkhouses………………... Off limits unless requested 

Town Hall………………………………………….. Available except after ranchers all in. 

 

 

 

Adult Volunteer Policies 
 

Volunteers are taken on the basis of housing availability.  Our primary housing concern is for ranchers and associate staff. 

Housing availability will vary year to year. 

 

Volunteers must follow the rules and guidelines set down by MMR for both volunteers and ranchers. 

 

Volunteers are expected to report to the camp nurse any and all injuries to themselves or ranchers.  The camp nurse then 

has the authority to make the final decisions as to treatment.  If the volunteer chooses not to accept treatment, then a 

waiver must be signed to remove MMR of all responsibility. 

 

Volunteers are expected to attend all evening chapels, unless off the grounds. 

 

Volunteers are expected to work 6-8 hours per day. 

 

MMRM offers nothing in return for a volunteer’s service.  The IRS considers any expected remuneration or gifts a 

taxable wage. 

 



Volunteers are not counselors, although you are free to talk to the kids to see how your kids or group are doing.  We 

discourage interference in the counselors’ role with the ranchers.  If you see a discrepancy, please report it to MMR 

management so that we may deal with it properly. 

 

Due to the program as well as other legal issues, volunteers are not allowed to work directly with the ranchers, unless 

taken on for the specific purpose of nursing where credentials can be checked. 

 

Volunteers have no authority over staff or ranchers, other than their own kids.  Please report concerns directly to MMR 

management. 

 

 

Guidelines 

 

1. Volunteers must honor the camp’s lights out policy by being quiet and not causing any disruption.  This would 

include talking out on the porches. If you desire to talk please do so in your room or away from the center of camp. 

 

2. No one is allowed in the pool without a lifeguard.  Supervisor must schedule pool time with program director. 

 

3. Trail rides will be made available to volunteers as the schedule allows. 

 

 

 

Miscellaneous: 

 

Guest and volunteer children: Parents are responsible for their children at all times. 

Children of volunteers: Children are expected to abide by policies for ranchers 

Parking: Vehicles are prohibited up in camp; please park vehicles in parking area near office.  

Trees: Off limits, no climbing 


